
IMMJ-MA Intensive Briefing 1.1 2018 
Schedule


22 
MON 
PRE-
PRODUCTION

23 
TUES 
PRE-
PRODUCTION

24 
WED 
PRODUCTION

25 
THURS 
PRODUCTION 

26 
FRI 
POST-PRODUCTION

EARLY 
MORNING

• 8:30am 
Theory 
lecture w 
Song Yi


Shoot Day Shoot Day

Morning • Intensive 
Briefing


• NL -
Journalistic 
truth & 
verification

• VI - Tips for 
conducing 
interviews


• VI - Planning 
your question 
list

• Paper cut

• Synching audio

AFTERNOON
• VI - Camera 

Basics & Set 
Up


• VI - 
Recording 
separate 
sound & 
synching


• VI - 
downloading 
& logging 
footage

• VI - Group 
Practice & 
Critique


• VI - 
Transcribing 
interviews w 
timecode


• VI - Groups 
confirm 
question list & 
shoot plan


• Code of 
Ethics

• Colour & sound 
smooth & mix


• Export raw 
videos & sound 
plus edited 
videos to Class 
Disk

EVE • 4pm      
Library Visit w 
Song Yi

• 4.30pm 
Multimedia 
lecture w 
Cong Yan

STAFFIING • Sharron

• Lester

• Victs

• Andrea

• Bruce

• Olivia

• Rongfei • Sharron

• Lester

• Victs

• Andrea

• Rongfei

NOTES Students to 
Liase and 
confirm 
logistics with 
Team Leader & 
Interviewee

Each student to 
print the IMMJ 
Code of Ethics 
and Bring to 
class

Organises, 
download log & 
back up your 
footage / audio 
files. 

All transcribes / 
translations 
complete w 
timecode with 
quality English 
(No baidu 
translate)



Overview

For the forthcoming intensive week we aim to teach all students how to do a basic stationary 
interview set-up, (sitting or standing) as a foundational skill of video journalism. The 26 students 
will be split into teams. Each team will be led by a professional alumni videographer to film an 
interview with another IMMJ alumni or staff. The professional will control the shoot and direct the 
students, who will observe and act as assistants. The idea is that the students get to watch and 
learn from a pro in the field before they go out to make their own first interviews next week. 


Before fieldwork we will teach students some basic skills in class during a 2-day workshop but for 
many of them this will be the first time they are shooting video. Students may be delegated roles 
but they must be directed by the professional team leader who will ensure the quality of the final 
interviews. We aim to develop an understanding of good composition, light and audio. In the 
class workshops we’ll also cover skills for conducting interviews etc. 


Objectives

• Students develop skills and confidence to film basic video interviews

• Students engage with professional practice. Working a shoot through pre, production and post 

phases as well as outputting content for a real brief

• The programme will incorporate some interviews & footage created for a new recruitment video

• Students meet and work side-by-side in the field with professional IMMJ alumni


Outputs

The exercise is designed to have a real outcome too. The interviews and footage will be used for 
various outputs:


Information for interviewees 

• If there are work emergencies and changes on the day please let the student group know 

asap - they will be flexible with timings on the day. If you need to make a drastic time 
change or cancel please let them know as early as possible so they can organise. 


• If possible we’d like to interview alumni in an environment that is both visually attractive and 
relevant - giving a sense of either your work environment or a good spot in Beijing. Please 
suggest a convenient and suitable time and location for the interview. 


• Please ensure the team can enter the space 30-40 mins prior to interview so that they have 
time to set up. 

INTERVIEW - Background 

• Find a background relevant to Beijing or the workplace of the interviewee

• Apply a depth of field that hints at the environment but throws focus enough that its not 

distracting. The best way to do this is through a combination of the placement of 
interviewee away from background; focal length and aperture. Do not simply use a very 

OUTPUTS

1: New IMMJ programme overview & 
recruitment video (3-4 mins)

Audience: Potential future student recruits; Guest lecturers; 
Potential employees or intern opportunities for students. To 
be featured on website and social media feeds.

2: Individual (1.5 mins) video profiles 
featuring IMMJ alumni and their tips and 
advice for current students.

Audience: IMMJ students. To be featured on website



wide aperture, if your aperture is super wide you’ll be in danger of losing focus during the 
interview. 


• If you are in a small room and can’t place your interviewee away from background, just do 
the best you can and aim for a cleanish non-distracting background. (e.g. no plants sticking 
out of peoples heads). 


INTERVIEW - Positioning & Style 

• Film using one of the students own cameras

• Film in 16:9 format – 1920x1080 at 30 FPS  
• Camera to capture a medium head and chest shot (see examples) 

• Hide or at least minimise the mic. Absolutely no dangling mic wires 

• Position interviewee with headroom and good eye-line (see examples) 
• Interviewee eye contact with interviewer not to camera 

• Use a tripod  
• Ensure eyes and face are in focus  
• Try to use natural light if possible. If not you might use a reflector or additional lighting 

• Pay attention to exposure and colour balance, whites should be reasonably white  

Keep things simple and use one camera.  

INTERVIEW - Audio Set Up 

• Use a lav mic and a recorder to secure good clean sound. Record scratch sound on the 

camera for synching purposes

• Monitor sound with levels and closed back headphones 

• We will record separate sound on an audio recorder and synch it in post production - that’s  

because it’s the cheapest decent option that most students start off with. They often 
progress to other set ups later.  

INTERVIEW - Language 

• Use English / Chinese, whichever your interviewee is most comfortable (Probably Chinese) 

• Prepare questions in the preferred language 

• If your interviewee speaks in English you will need to transcribe the interview in full by 

Friday 26th Oct 10am. Use timecode

• If your interviewee speaks in Chinese, you will need to transcribe and then translate to 

English by Friday 26th Oct 10am. Use timecode. Baidu / WeChat translate will not work 
you’ll need quality transcribes. 


• If you haven’t transcribed and translated please do not bother coming to class you’ll be 
sent home. 




INTERVIEW - Technical specifications 

• Bring recorded footage and files for editing on Friday 20th Oct 10 am in the following 

formats: 

• Video - Original non compressed file at 1920x1080 

• Audio - Original uncompressed audio file that synch with your main camera (typically 48  

kHz ) 

• Don’t edit, clean up audio or do any colour balance. You will do this on Friday 

• A printed transcribed (translated if necessary) interview with timecode. Try ‘O Transcribe’

• Make sure all files and footage are logged, organised in folders and backed up 

INTERVIEW - Style & Content

The current course video is pretty dated. We want to make the new one fresher and more visual. I 
envision it as virtual tour of the program, including testimonials from alumni, current students and 
some of the teaching values and mission from tutors. Visually it will include student’s own work 
(like this), shots of students in workshops and some nice location shots of Beijing. It will be 4-5 
minutes in length. For this video we are looking for pithy 15-30 second soundbites about what 
our IMMJ alumni enjoyed and found valuable about the programme, and what they learnt that 
helped leverage their career. 


This is a rough outline plan for the New IMMJ Programme Overview & Recruitment Video:


• HOOK - To start the video off, we will montage alumni soundbite answers to the following 
statement: "The most important skill for a journalist today is…"  (Here’s my inspiration for this 
idea - https://vimeo.com/147746943) 


• NTRO - Here we’ll explain what the programme is, where it’s located. Here would be a good 
place to put a quote from Andrea about the experience or value of studying in China.


• BODY - This is the section where the main alumni testimonials will go. 

• ENDING - Probably finish on an international alumni and highlight the diversity of IMMJ careers


This is a rough outline of the Individual IMMJ Alumni Profile Videos:


• BEGINNING - Self introduction (20 seconds)

• MIDDLE - What the students enjoyed and found valuable about the programme & what the 

students learnt that helped leverage their career (30 - 40 seconds)

• END - What advice alumni have for current students and future professionals (30 - 40 seconds)


STYLE - Relaxed and authentic, answers can be considered ahead of time but should not be or 
feel scripted. DON’T FEEL LIKE YOU NEED TO BE OVERLY PROMOTIONAL - Keep answers 
genuine. These previous testimonials are nice. You’ll need to consider the questions carefully to 
create concise, useful and usable soundbites. The interviews don’t need to be long but they need 
to be well-planned. 


QUESTIONS FOR ALUMNI / STAFF INTERVIEWS 
Sound-bytes need to be punchy and concise, each featured interviewee will probably have 30 
seconds talk-time maximum. Your interviewee doesn’t need to answer every question - aim for 8 
to ten to give us some options. Please ask the questions in bold.


Questions:

• Name, job (Write these down for lower thirds)

• What was the most memorable part of your education?  
• What was the most valuable feature of the program? 
• What’s the one thing you learnt that you’ll carry with you for a long time? 
• What’s your proudest achievement on the program?

• Are there any features of the program you think especial or unique?


https://vimeo.com/125692402
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UanB3eQtl88
https://vimeo.com/147746943
http://www.immj-ma.org/2018/03/20/immj-scholarship/


• Have you learned to look at the field of your study differently? In other words: have you changed 
your perspective? 


• Was there a specific moment in the classroom or project work where you knew you were on a 
path to your future career?


• How was your experience studying with an international cohort?

• How do you feel the programme prepared for your current job or career?  
• Have you experienced any changes in your current employment thanks to your degree? Were 

you able to secure employment in a new field?

• Would you recommend the programme and why? 
• How is Beijing / China as a location for study? Are there any benefits to studying the subject 

here in China?

• What advice would you offer to current and future students?  
• What would you tell them to expect as an IMMJ student?

• Are there any additional details about your IMMJ experience you would like to provide?


Can you finish this statement please

• The most important skill for a journalist today is… 
• The best thing about working in this industry is… 
• My favourite part of my job is… 
• Journalism is important because… 
• Telling stories of others is important because… 

QUESTIONS FOR CURRENT STUDENT INTERVIEWS (The practice / preparation interview) 
• What are your expectations for the program?

• What do you think of China / Beijing so far? It is different from your expectations? 

• What are your first impressions of the program?


Information for Team Leaders

• You are assigned to work with your student team for a half day, you will lead them to 

interview another alumni and you will also be an interview subject for another team.

• We suggest you use 1 hour to set up a practice 5-min interview with one student in your 

team at the same location or nearby your main shoot. This way students get a practice run, 
and can behave professionally as a team for the real interview. We can also potentially use 
the 5 minute student interview. Then for the remaining time you’ll conduct the main 
interview. 


• You’ll direct the shoot and ensure that the picture quality is good and audio is clean and 
clear. You can delegate roles as you see fit. 


• Students teams will have already planned questions and have a delegated interviewer. 
However please step in and direct if necessary, especially if follow up questions are not 
being used well.


• There should be a short set-up time prior to interview to allow students to observe the 
camera framing and settings selected and to assist with white balance and audio checks 
etc. 


• Make sure students see the camera settings and talk them through your choices, such as 
lighting and composition and so on. 


• It’s good for students to understand that conditions are rarely ever ‘ideal’ and that more 
often than not it’s a matter of thinking on your feet and doing the best you can in the given 
situation. 


• Students should assist to set up the camera, tripods, lighting and mic the interviewee etc. 

• No second camera! This is confusing for begginers. We want them to think about the light, 

composition and how to interact with the interviewee as well was handle a single camera 
and audio with competence. 


• Try to stick to a single audio file and a single video file. If the camera is turned on and off it’s 
harder to synch sound. 


• These are just guidelines - you all know the program and what you are doing, so if you want 
to shake things up a little go for it! 




Information for Students 

• You will liase with your specified team leader and interviewee to arrange logistics.

•  You’ll receive workshops on Monday & Tuesday - so even though you’ll just be  

assisting you should already understand all the basic technique and camera set-up. You’ll 
be doing it independently the following week so ask questions as needed.  


• Every interview is slightly different so you’ll need to do some research about the specific  
job role and work of your interviewee and prepare a relevant question list. Ask them for  
work samples if you can’t find them online. 


• Select a single key contact to communicate with your assigned professional and 
interviewee to streamline communication.


Team Leaders & Interviewees

• Lester Xu, multimedia editor; CTGN

• Andrea Verdelli; Photojournalist; Getty Images

• Sharron Lovell; Freelance Visual Journalist & Course Leader; IMMJ

• Victs Zhang; Communications, China Expo

• Bruce Multimedia Journalist; CTGN

• Olivia Ruocheng; Producer; AP

• Guo Rongfei; Arrow Factory Video Director & Senior Lecturer; IMMJ

• We may also interview Cong Yan too, if not we’ll do this at a later date


Teams / Dates / Locations

- Interview your assigned alumni in Beijing in a relevant or attractive location (Think summer 

palace, central Beijing, 798 or a nice park etc with some activity behind)

- We don’t need b-roll off your interviewee but but please capture at least one nice 3-5 shot / 30 

second sequence of the interview location in Beijing and one nice 3-5 shot / 30 second 
sequence of your student team at work in the field. We really just need a few nice select clips to 
pair with the interviews. Let students observe as the team leader does this. 


• Lester interview Bruce 24th 

• Location? 

• Team: Meng Yi, Chen Chen, Yeqing, Derek

• Bruce interview Lester 24th

• Location? 

• Brian, Raqib, Avery

• Andrea interview Olivia 24th

• Location? 

• Yuexin, Pluto, Siwei, Mia

• Olivia interview Andrea 24th 

• Location? 

• Zhiyan, Faye, Jin lu

• Vict interview Sharron 24th

• BFSU Campus 

• Hua Yue, Mengrui,  Xintong, Yuyang

• Sharron interview Vict 24th 

• Summer Palace? Bamboo Park? 

• Huyan, Dora, Megjiao, Pan Jie

• Rong fei interview Will or Jun 25th

• Location? 

• Linan, Bian Xue, Cathy, Zhao Lv


http://www.lesterxu.cn/
https://www.lensculture.com/andrea-verdelli
https://vimeo.com/sharronlovell

